THE INDUSTRIAL INTERNET QUEST

Become an Edison Pioneer, start building the IIoT's future.

17 APRIL TO 17 MAY 2017

THE CHALLENGE

The Industrial Internet Quest is organized by General Electric and IEEE. This is a free one-month online challenge that will take place on the cloud-based platform Predix - an operating system used to build predictive apps.

WHY JOIN THE CHALLENGE

The IIot Quest offers the three winners a prize pool of seed money worth up to 30000€ and a showcase of their prototype at Minds+Machines Europe in Berlin.

PROGRAM

1. Apply to the Program
2. Create your Predix account for free HERE, then begin playing with the data and build your predictive application.
3. Win a cash prize and fly to Minds and Machines Europe in Berlin to showcase your application in front of GE Business Units and customers.

A CHALLENGE FOR:

HIGHLY SKILLED ENGINEERS
DATA SCIENTISTS
SOFTWARE DEVELOPERS
SEED MONEY
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
TECHNICAL COACHING
GREAT DATA

PREDIX

As it connects machines, data, people, and other assets, the Predix platform uses leading technologies for distributed computing, big data analytics, asset data management, and machine-to-machine communication.

A WORD ON GE DIGITAL

GE Digital connects streams of machine data to powerful analytics and people, providing industrial companies with valuable insights to manage assets and operations more efficiently. World-class talent and software capabilities help drive digital industrial transformation for big gains in productivity, availability and longevity.

A WORD ON IEEE

IEEE is the world’s largest technical professional organization dedicated to advancing technology for the benefit of humanity.

REGISTER ON IIOTQUEST.BEMYAPP.COM

#IIOTQUEST

#IIOTQUEST